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1 I CAIN’T SAV NO 

S GUVS ANO DOLLS 

3 MAKE BELIEVE 

A STEPSISTERS* LAMENT 

5 GLAD TO BE UNHAPPY 

6 HEY, LOOK ME OVER 

7 SO MANY PEOPLE 

B CLOUDBURST/ 

GETTING MARRIED TODAY 

S GROWING PAINS 

1 O ALL THAT JAZZ 

1 1 RIGHT AS THE RAIN 

12 YOU’RE A BUILDER UPPER 

1 3 CRADLE ANO ALL 

14 GOODNIGHT MY SOMEONE 

with guest artists 
Adam Guettel • John Pizzarelli • Larry Goldings 

PRODUCED BY 

John Pizzarelli 

“My favorite singers are actors with voices. 
Jessica Molaskey is one of those. A musician 
who appreciates words, and has the taste, 
brains and quirky wit to make the best of 
these wonderful show tunes." —Hal Prince 



jessica 
molaskey 
MAKE BELIEVE 

1 . I CAIN’T SAY NO 
[Richard Rodgers & Oscar Hammerstein II) / arr. & orch. John Clayton 

2. GUYS AND DOLLS 
[Frank Loesser) / arr. & orch. John Clayton 

3. MAKE BELIEVE 
[Jerome Kern & Oscar Hammerstein II) 
with Larry Goldings, piano / arr. Larry Goldings, orch. Don Sebesky 

4. STEPSISTERS1 LAMENT 
[Richard Rodgers & Oscar Hammerstein II) / arr. & orch. Don Sebesky 

5. GLAD TO BE UNHAPPY 
[Richard Rodgers & Lorenz Hart) 
with Adam Guettel, vocals / arr. & orch. Don Sebesky 

B. HEY, LOOK ME OVER WITH A TOUCH OF BIG SPENDER 
(Cy Coleman & Carolyn Leigh/Cy Coleman & Dorothy Fields) 
arr. & orch. Don Sebesky 

■7. SO MANY PEOPLE 
[Stephen Sondheim) / with Larry Goldings, piano 

B. CLOUDBURST/GETTING MARRIED TODAY 
(Jon Hendricks/Stephen Sondheim) 
with John Pizzarelli, vocals / arr. Jason Robert Brown, orch. Don Sebesky 

0. GROWING PAINS 
(Arthur Schwartz & Dorothy Fields) / with John Pizzarelli, guitar 

ID. ALL THAT JAZZ 
(John Kander & Fred Ebb) / arr. & orch. John Clayton 

1 1 . RIGHT AS THE RAIN 
(Harold Arlen & E.Y. Harburg) 
with Larry Goldings, piano / am Larry Goldings, orch. Don Sebesky 

12. YOU’RE A BUILDER UPPER 
(Harold Arlen, Ira Gershwin, & E. Y. Harburg) / with Harry Allen, tenor sax 

13. CRADLE AND ALL 
[Ricky Ian Gordan & Jessica Molaskey) / orch. Don Sebesky 

14. GOODNIGHT MY SOMEONE 
(Meredith Willson) / with Larry Goldings, piano 



When I was about to graduate from high school 
and enter college, my father died, leaving behind thousands of dollars 
in hospital bills and changing the course of my life forever. My dreams 
of an ivy-covered New England college were dashed, and I fled to New 
York City with a scholarship to a small acting school, an even smaller 
student loan, and about $150 in cash. I had only taken the train into 
New York on rare occasions: once to see the St. Patrick’s Day parade, 
and once to see a Broadway show with my senior class. I was in love 
with Broadway musicals, and I knew almost every note of my stack of 
cast albums by heart. I remember looking out of the train window at 
those romantic Broadway posters as we passed through towns 
called Waterbury, Ansonia, then Greenwich: posters with names on 
them like Harold Prince and Stephen Sondheim. Mythical people who 
made magic in a mythical town at the end of the line. “You sure you 
want to do this?” my brother said as he dropped me with my few 
belongings at an industrial-looking building beneath the Brooklyn 
Bridge. “Yep,” I replied. 

$150 has never gone far in New York, and it soon became clear to me 
that I had to get a job. After one day as a waitress Cl was not invited 
back for the second day], one week selling Weekly Readers over the 
phone Cyou can’t believe the horror), and several days answering the 
switchboard at the law offices of Steinberg, Steinberg, Steinberg and 
Steinberg CMe: “Hello. Steinberg, Steinberg, Steinberg and 
Steinberg.” Caller: “Yeah, let me talk to Mr. Steinberg, will ya?”), it 
became clear to me that I was completely unemployable. 

As luck or grace would have it, I had worked at a small summer the¬ 
ater the year before my graduation where I got my Union card and met 
the great character actress Mary Wickes. “I'm cornin’ to Broadway in 
the revival of Oklahoma!" she said on the phone one day with her no- 
nonsense drawl. "They are lookin’ for one girl and I told ’em about you. 

The audition is tomorrow!” My first New York 
audition, tomorrow!! “Well, it has to be less 
terrifying than the law offices of the four 
Steinbergs,” I thought. Somewhere in my 
things, I found a dog-eared copy of “How 
Are Things in Glocca Morra?” which I 
sang devoid of technique but with a cer¬ 
tain heartfelt gusto. 

Perhaps it was divine intervention, 
maybe it was sheer ignorance, fear¬ 
lessness, or just that I loved something 
so profoundly. But with no talent to speak 
of, on a gray winter afternoon in Hell’s 
Kitchen, amid hundreds of hopeful young 
woman, I was the girl who Agnes de Mille 
and William Hammerstein picked. I was to 
open in my first Broadway show at the 
Palace Theater on 47th St. the following fall 
after a six-month tour. 

For the better part of the next twenty years, I have gone from one 
show to the next. I’ve had the great fortune to live a life in the theater. 
For six days a week, fifty weeks a year, it’s been dinner at five, coffee 
at seven, hello to the stage door man, wisecracks with the stagehands, 
makeup, and then the magic of 8:00 when the curtain rises to reveal 
hundreds (if you are lucky, thousands) of people —all gathered with the 
hopes of a collective experience that will transport them from their 
everyday lives, a chance to “make believe.” At its best, the theater can 
do this and more. Sometimes when you walk across great empty 
stages, you can still feel the thunder of long-ago applause —of inspired 
Hamlets, classic clowns, or musical triumphs. With this recording, I 



hope to transform sketches of those musical theater mem¬ 
ories to fit the life that I now inhabit with my wonderful, 
soulful, jazz-influenced family. Let’s call it 42nd Street 
meets 52nd Street. 

I wanted this CD to represent vintage Broadway songs, 
songs that helped to form my musical vocabulary, but 1 also 
felt that I could not make this recording without the quiet 
presence of the current generation of profoundly talented 
young composers and lyricists — my friends who are writ¬ 
ing for the theater today. They include Adam Guettei, with 
whom I sing his grandfather Richard Rodgers’s song, “Glad 
to Be Unhappy”; Jason Robert Brown, who helped me cre¬ 
ate the insane vocal arrangement of Jon Hendricks’s 
“Cloudburst” merged with Stephen Sondheim’s “Getting 
Married Today”; and Ricky Ian Gordon, who collaborated with 
me with such love and enthusiasm on our original song 
“Cradle and All.” These special writers — along with others 
— prove that there is no shortage of hope for the next gen¬ 
eration of theatergoers. 

There have been many nights when, instead of rushing out of 
the theater with the rest of the guys after a performance, 
I have stayed behind in the dark to give thanks for that 
rather Dickensian twist of fate, the day that my life was 
saved by the theater — when I was adopted in the nick of 
time into the most glorious family of actors, directors, 
composers, stagehands, musicians, choreographers, ush¬ 
ers, and dressers, and given a chance to Make Believe. 

jessica July 2004 

"My favorite singers are actors with voices. 
Jessica Molaskey is one of those. A musician 
who appreciates words, and has the taste, 
brains and quirky wit to make the best of 
these wonderful show tunes.” —Hal Prince 



Many Thanks to John Pizzarelli whose love, generosity, and profound intelligence 
have opened a whole wonderful new world to me; Tommy Krasker and Philip 
Chaffin, my reluctant record moguls at PS Classics; Jonathan Schwartz for 
being the first person to go out on a limb for me and play my recordings into the 
magical ethers of radio; Jim Czak, Johnnie Post, and my man Bill Moss at Nola 
Recording; Andrew Tenenbaum and Jeanette at MBST; Roberta Garland and 
everyone at Image Entertainment; Dan Fortune and Miller Wright; Ted Sperling; 
my agents at the Gage Group for understanding my need to take a detour; Allen 
Sviridoff for starting me on this wonderful ride; all people named Pizzarelli, espe¬ 
cially Bucky for his gift of family and music, and Martin for the time; Ray Kennedy, 
Larry Goldings, John Clayton and Don Sebesky—I mean how lucky can a girl get? 
To all the remarkable musicians who played on all my recordings, and John Mosca 
for getting them in the room; Derek Bishop for the design; Bill Westmoreland for 
the photos; Amy Spalding for the website; David Hickox for the years of voice 
lessons; Sara Goold for your help. To all the people who play my CD’s on the 
radio, especially the guys and gals at XM, Sirius, and KSURF on the West Coast; 
to all the extraordinary artists with whom I have worked in the theater, espe¬ 
cially Hal Prince and his beautiful Daisy. To those people who work to help fund 
and support theater arts in America; Tina Landau for being an original; to those 
who continue to bravely write for the theater and inspire us with music and 
lyrics: Stephen Sondheim, Adam Guettel, Jason Robert Brown, Ricky Ian Gordon, 
Jeanine Tesori, and many more. To all my wonderful friends; to Kevin Ryan and Rob 
Ashford; Erica Grassi for holding down the fort; Harvey Evans; Barbara Cook 
whose singing changed my life; to my brothers Bernie and Cliff for the support 
this difficult year; to Johnny Pizzarelli for being such a great guy and big broth¬ 
er; and to my beautiful Madeleine, there are no words! I would like to dedicate 
this CD in the memory of Gerald Gutierrez, an extraordinarily gifted and grace¬ 
ful director whose work in the theater was inspirational, and whose generous 
support of my recording career has helped to sustain me through any moment 
of self-doubt. Finally, in loving memory of my dear mother, Betti Doyle Molaskey, 
who passed away this year. This one is for you! 



ALSO AVAILABLE FROM PS CLASSICS & 
JESSICA MOLASKEY 

“Now here's something refreshing! Jessica Molaskey’s debut 
album, ‘Pentimento,’ is one of the breeziest records of the 
year: 17 songs from the 1920s and '30s that conjure up flap¬ 
pers, Django Reinhardt, and Depression-era images, with a 
lively take of ‘Oh, You Beautiful Doll,’ a slowed-down Tm Just 
Wild About Harry,’ and a nice clean version of ‘Ain't We Got 
Fun.’ Make room on the retro-jazz-vocals bench: Jessica 
Molaskey has arrived." 
—Boston Globe 

“With a dreamy pout that recalls the purr of Peggy Lee and the 
knowing irony of a fluent Ricky Lee Jones, Molaskey creates 
harmonic gems as fluffy as cotton candy.” 
—Atlanta Journal-Constitution 

Jessica Molaskey 
Pentimento ps-205 “Has there ever been a savvier time-traveler than Jessica 

Molaskey? Her superb ‘A Good Day’ pays homage to the pas¬ 
tel-colored early ‘50s, effortlessly summoning up that period’s 
signature sounds—slow sultry swing on ‘A Lifetime or Two,’ 
finger-snapping bebop on ‘All the Cats Join In’—while adding a 
wry, modern sensibility." 
— Time Out New York 

more from PS Classics: 
• Christine Andreas: Here's to the Ladies... 

• Philip Chaffin: Where Do i Go From You? 

• Darius de Haas: Day Dream (Variations on Strayhorn) 

• Jack Donahue: Strange Weather 

• Lauren Kennedy; Songs of Jason Robert Brown 

• Rebecca Luker: Leaving Home 

• Luba Mason: Collage 

• Jane Olivor: Safe Return 

• Deborah Tranelli: A Lot of Livin' 

Jessica Molaskey 
A Good Day ps-311 

www. PSCIassics. com 
www. JessicaMolaskey. com 
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RECORDED AND MIXED AT 

Nola Recording, NYC 

MUSICIANS: 

Paul Woodiei, violin 

Antoine Silverman, violin 

Conway Kuo, viola 

Clay Ruede, cello 

Martin Pizzarelli, bass 

Pam Sklar, flute 

Shelley Woodworth, flute 

Andy Fusco, alto sax 

Ken Berger, baritone sax 

Harry Alien, tenor sax 

“Bud” Burridge, trumpet 

Tony Kadieck, trumpet 

John Mosca, trombone 

Tony Tedesco, drums 

John Pizzarelli, guitar 

Bucky Pizzarelli, guitar 

Lee Musiker, piano 

and Ray Kennedy, piano 
(Hey Look Me Over S. 

Cloudburst/Getting Married Today} 

HAIR/MAKEUP/ 
PHOTOGRAPHY: 

Bill Westmoreland 

ART DIRECTION S. DESIGN: 

Derek Bishop Design 
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MUSIC CORF. 3. UNIVERSAL—POLYGRAM INTERNATIONAL PUB INC 4. 
WILLIAMSON MUSIC CO.-A DIV. OF RODGERS AND HAMMERSTEIN 5. CHAP¬ 
PELL & CO. and WILLIAMSON MUSIC CO.-A DIV. OF RODGERS AND 
HAMMERSTEIN CARWIN MUSIC INC. and WB MUSIC CORP 0/B/0 NOTABLE 
MUSIC COMPANY with LIDA ENTERPRISES INC 7. CHAPPELL & CO. 8. HER¬ 
ALD SQUARE MUSIC O/B/O RANGE ROAD MUSIC/ QUARTET MUSIC and WB 
MUSIC CORP O/B/O RILTING MUSIC INC. 9. BIENSTOCK PUBLISHING CO. 
O/B/O ARTHUR SCHWARTZ MUSIC LTD. AND UNIVERSAL-POLYGRM INTL PUB 
O/B/O PUTNAM MUSIC INC. 10. UNICHAPPELL MUSIC, INC. 11. CHAPPELL 
& CO. AND NEXT DECADE ENTERTAINMENT INC O/B/O GLOCCA MORRA 
MUSIC 12. S.A. MUSIC, NEXT DECADE ENTERTAINMENT INC O/B/O GLOCCA 
MORRA MUSIC, AND WB MUSIC CORP 13. WILLIAMSON MUSIC/BABY MAKES 
THREE 14. FRANK-MEREDITH WILLSON MUSIC 

John Pizzarelli appears courtesy of Telarc International 
Larry Goldings appears courtesy of Palmetto Records 
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JOHN PIZZARELLI and ADAM GUETTEL 

IN STORES OCTOBER 5 

JAZZ SINGING STAR RETURNS TO HER 

BROADWAY ROOTS WITH NEW CD 

JESSICA MOLASKEY 

“MAKE BELIEVE” 
FEATURING DUETS WITH 

PS CLASSICS PRESENTS 

PS CLASSICS will release Make Believe (PS-311), the third in a critically acclaimed series of best¬ 
selling albums from jazz and theatre vocalist JESSICA MOLASKEY, on October 5. In addition to full 
strings and brass, the CD features an all-star jazz ensemble including her husband JOHN PIZZARELLI 
on guitar and vocals; BUCKY PIZZARELLI on guitar; LARRY GOLDINGS, LEE MUSIKER, and RAY 
KENNEDY on piano; and TONY TEDESCO on drums. The arrangements and orchestrations are by 
John Clayton, Jason Robert Brown, Don Sebesky and Mr. Goldings. The recording was produced by 
Mr. Pizzarelli. 

JESSICA MOLASKEY spent years in the Broadway theatre before emerging as one of the most 
respected and acclaimed rising vocalists in jazz. Make Believe is her tribute to her intersecting worlds: 
42nd Street meets 52nd Street, as swinging jazz tradition is combined with Broadway glamour and Tin 
Pan Alley wit. In addition to musical theatre chestnuts from classic musicals - Oklahoma! (“I Cain’t Say 
No”), The Music Man (“Goodnight My Someone”), Company (“Getting Married Today”) - and rare gems 
from the standard American songbook such as Harold Aden’s “Right as the Rain” and “You’re A Builder 
Upper,” the disc also includes “Cradle and All,” a poignant new song that Ms. Molaskey wrote with 
celebrated musical theatre composer Ricky Ian Gordon. 

Make Believe is the latest release in Ms. Molaskey’s popular string of recordings that have captured the 
attention of the music community. Her first CD, Pentimento (PS-205), released in 2002, put a jazzy new 
twist on popular songs of the 1920s and 1930s. NPR’s Jonathan Schwartz called it “the CD of the year 
and it was praised by Entertainment Weekly for its “cozily intimate manner.” A Good Day (PS-311), 
released last year, was inspired by the soft yet sophisticated song stylings of Peggy Lee and her own 
guitarist-husband Dave Barbour. The critics, once again, were mightily impressed. “It’s hard to image a 
more elegant and prettier set than this one” raved the Boston Globe. According to the Los Angeles 
Times, the CD “communicates a tenderness too rarely heard in the post-modern musical world.” 

JESSICA MOLASKEY has performed with the “First Family of Cool” - John, Bucky and Martin Pizzarelli 
- at venues around the world, from Feinstein’s at the Regency in New York City to the Montreal Jazz 
Festival. Jessica has also been featured at Lincoln Center’s American Songbook Series, Carnegie Hall, 
Joe’s Pub, Rainbow & Stars, and with orchestras and in concert venues across the country. As an 
actress, she was most recently featured at Lincoln Center Theatre’s new musical A Man Of No 
Importance by Lynn Ahrens and Stephen Flaherty. Other major credits include the world premieres of 
the new musicals 3hree, directed by Hal Prince and the Stephen Sondheim / John Weidman musical 
Wise Guys, directed by Sam Mendes. She was featured in the Tony Award®- winning musical Parade, 
directed by Mr. Prince, at Lincoln Center and Songs For A New World, directed by Daisy Prince, in 
which she introduced the new standard “Stars and the Moon.” 

► 
1650 Broadway, Suite 1210 New York, NY 10019 

Phone: (212) 977-7800 Fax: (212) 977-7963 Email: www.millerwright.com 



In just over three years, founders Tommy Krasker and Philip Chaffin have nurtured their “boutique” label 
PS CLASSICS into a highly-regarded independent, one that’s been warmly received by the Broadway 
and critical community. Recently honored with its first Grammy Award nomination (for its cast recording 
of the Roundabout production of Nine: The Musical), the label has been profiled in publications such as 
The New York Times for its diverse line of show albums, solo CDs and songbook recordings. Its cast 
albums celebrate Broadway (Assassins, Fiddler on the Roof, A Year With Frog and Toad, and 
Nine), off-Broadway (Ricky Ian Gordon's My Life With Albertine and Tim Acito’s Zanna, Don’t!), and 
regional theatre (Gordon’s Only Heaven and Michael John LaChiusa’s First Lady Suite). Its solo 
albums range from jazz (Darius de Haas: Day Dream) to folk (Rebecca Luker: Leaving Home) to big- 
band (Chaffin’s own Where Do I Go From You?). And the composers highlighted span seventy years 
of great songwriting, from Billy Strayhorn and Jerome Moross to Maury Yeston and Jason Robert Brown. 
The label is distributed exclusively by IMAGE ENTERTAINMENT. For more information, visit 
www.psclassics.com. 
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